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THE ANOINTED, THE ELECT, AND THE DAMNED!
THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

1147      ""Of all the Promised Children of Abraham, which have become the most vile?  The Levites unto whom was 
delivered perpetual direct communication with me and defiled it for a farthing?  The Judeans unto whom was delivered 
the Septre of the Promised Birthright of the Children of Abraham and made it an abomination in My Sight and in the 
sight of all men?  The Ishmaelites unto whom was delivered great wealth to prosper all the tribes, peoples and nations 
of the world and squandered it bringing death upon the innocent by violence and blaspheme?
1148      ""In That Day I will separate those vile from the rest and their burning shall be as furious and long lasting as 
My Eternal Wrath.""
CHAPTER ELEVEN
THE FIDDLER'S PAYDAY!

1149      The Planes of Heaven nearest the earth are, in order from the earth up:  Etheric, the First Heaven; Lower 
Astral, the Second Heaven; Higher Astral, the Third Heaven; Mental Plane, where one can see the true thoughts of 
anyone, the Fourth Heaven; and the Causal Plane, where the effects of one's thinking begins to formulate physical 
circumstance, the Fifth Heaven.  Above these are the Abstracts and High Realms, so many they do not have earthly 
names or titles.
1150      It was on the Causal Plane that Bobby was greeted upon his return.
1151      Seven High Priests of the Knights of Columbus, together with their vast entourage of lesser priests who 
continuously chanted invocations, were standing in order when Bobby again entered the second floor of the sleeping 
quarters, descending through the roof to the floor.  They were in full dress, flowing robes and caps similar to those of 
the Pontiff, and exactly like those Bobby had seen as religious artworks in Rome and Mesopotamia.
1152      Bobby thought to himself:  'politicians and paper-shufflers can get straight through to Satan himself when it's 
their own ass about to pay the bill!'
1153      He knew that Warden Buck had done his whining in the right places, or this over-ritualed clan of pagans 
wouldn't be here!  Even so, sooner or later they would have to appear before him, for it was promised to him by The 
Most High!  Even demons, pagans and all other evil entities still obey when The Most High gives an order.  Or else!
1154      Taking note of their numbers, Bobby calmly reached for his sword.
1155      The highest of them drew near as Bobby's grip tightened on the hilt of his sword.  The pagan stopped.  These 
are the masters of deceit and evil and are extremely wise.  At least this one was wise enough to keep out of reach! 
 They had made the mistake of angering the Avenger of The Lord of Spirits, and that is one hundred percent (100%) 
fatal.
1156      The six attending Priests stationed themselves in order of rank behind the leader, and with incense burners 
swinging, began to chant their continuous rituals, using Latin rather than the more ancient Akkadian.  A nod of 
recognition, and the leader spoke, "Son of The Living God, why do you persecute us who have not offended you?"
1157      Bobby's fury instantly reached death point, "You lying bastard!  You are the very foundation of offense!  I 
will not be a goody-goody little namby-pamby and let this thing pass just so you thieving, lying, murdering sons-of-
bitches can have another victory!
1158      "Now, I warn you; and you'd damned well better listen with both ears because I'm only going to tell you once: 
 the very next time I hear so much as one solitary word about your god-damned so-called innocence, I'm going to kill 
an even dozen of you slimy sons-of-bitches for each and every word, and I'm going to start with you!
1159      "I don't give a damn who it is, in ignorance or otherwise, any denials of your absolute involvement and 
responsibility for these atrocities will cost you a dozen beings in hell for every word that comes out of their mouth, and 
fifty more for every word of thought!"
1160      The Priest was shaken, but he pressed his case, "Son of The Living God, our time is not yet full; for we were 
given a dominion to deceive for 2,520 years (beginning at the time the second Temple was dedicated in the Sixth Year 
of the reign of King Darius, 515 B.C.E. and ending in 2005 GCAD. The beginning of the end of that 2,520 years 
started on June 27th, 1962 at the Anointing), and it is not yet accomplished!
1161      "The accounting has been falsified, that our deceit might yet accomplish the boast of our master, Son of the 
Morning; therefore, we have nothing to do with you in this thing; and will not invoke against you in our Lodges nor 
use any of our sorceries, symbols, talismans, radionics, psionics, or secret rituals against you.
1162      "Let us, then, be free of your wrath.  And we pray of you that you will not continue the slaughter of our 
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servants in the earth.  For it is the Masons who have perpetrated this evil against you in the earth.  Their time is not yet 
full either.
1163      "Will you release us from our bondage and your wrath?  Agony is not becoming to us, and we perish before 
the promised time."
1164      He was a sweet-talker all right, but Bobby's anger had already passed the point beyond which death must be 
accomplished.  For this Satanic bastard to be here pleading innocence under the guise that there existed a promised 
duration for them to finish their deceptions was beneath contempt!
1165      If anyone wants to see the colors of perfect fury, this time and place is a masterpiece for such a view. 
 Bobby's normal florescent green, indicating the actual scarlet color of his armor, turned a fearful, awesome purple-
black.  It is a credit to his control that he did not slaughter the lot of them then and there!
1166      Bobby all but hissed in reply, indicating death in high places, "This is deceit of the first magnitude!
1167      "Let me tell you something, just so there won't be any misunderstanding, and no justifiable cause for further 
question.  It is true that this thing was brought about by members of the Masonic Lodge, but they could not continue to 
perpetrate these damnable abominations they call justice in the eyes and ears of the people without you grafting 
paganistic bastards standing idly by!
1168      "Therefore, you are co-conspirators!
1169      "This isn't done in your ignorance!  If you called them into public notice and account, just once, this entire 
situation could not exist at all!  But you let it exist for your own ends!  You assist it to exist to satisfy your own graft 
and corruption!
1170      "But now I'm going to tear both your god-damned playhouses down!
1171      "Now hear this – and make damned sure you get it straight:  on the Satan Sabbath next I will slaughter the 
high assholes of the Masons without mercy, unless they have met all my demands to the letter!
1172      "But because they are a full phase of the moon ahead of you in warning, I will give you this:  if on my 
wedding anniversary I am not at home a free and exonerated man, with all – repeat – all the perpetrators of this 
atrocity being in jail, both Catholic and Mason alike, then the most powerful Catholic will die:  then and there!
1173      "I will set the forces in motion, and once started they will not be stopped!
1174      "In the passing of the hour that I can no longer arrive home in accordance with safety of travel and within 
your concocted laws of the earth, the bastard will die!
1175      "Not one second longer shall his life be taken for granted.  He shall die!
1176      "Regardless of where he is at the moment, he shall die!
1177      "And after his death:  I will visit My Own Curse of The Anointed upon all your bastardly brethren and upon 
all their blood relations whatsoever, and upon all their whores and all their whoremongers and all their generations 
after them forever!  And nothing or nobody can take them out of my hand; not even The Most High Lord God of All 
Creation will be able to rescue them!
1178      "The Mighty One has given them to me, and he will not make Himself a liar by their rescue!
1179      "I will make all their wives to be whores in the eyes of the world; their concubines shall be known for their 
sluttiness!
1180      "And My Curse shall never depart from their children forever!
1181      "They shall Die the Death of Agony without exception!  The wombs born unto them shall be Cursed from 
conception!  The wombs that receive of them shall be Cursed at penetration and the received semen therein shall be an 
everlasting desecration!
1182      "My unalterable Curse shall be upon both all the men and all the women!
1183      "And My Curse shall never depart from their generations forever!
1184      "And those who come not before me:  bowing with their faces in the dirt, delivering to me all that I require in 
restitution from them and serving me in My Holy Commission unto death shall burn without mercy as long as hell 
shall remain!  And I don't give a damn if that's ten million generations down the line and hell outlasts God Himself!"
1185      The Priest knew he was in great personal danger, equal to, or possibly more than that just pronounced upon 
the personages in whom the Satanic spirits had made a considerable investment.  He recanted somewhat, "We will do 
what we can, but give us more time?"
1186      It was the age-old excuse again, 'more time'!  If you are ever in such a situation, remember:  any time you 
concede is time that will be used against you!
1187      Bobby exploded, "Every minute I give you is a minute I spend in prison!  And, a minute used to reinforce 
your position!
1188      "Exoneration or death!
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1189      "There are no other terms!  The choice is yours, but the delivery is mine!  Now, get the hell out of my face 
before I forget that I just gave you something you've never conceded to anybody:  'time to deliver'!"
1190      The Priest started to say something else.  Bobby again tightened his grip on his sword, and they left without 
formality or further adieu, drifting backward and vanishing into the darkness.
1191      Bobby knew for a fact that this would accomplish nothing toward obtaining justice.  The bastards had ignored 
all his previous letters, denied these powers at all costs, and made no concessions whatsoever toward their own corrupt 
management.
1192      That left Bobby with only one alternative:  he'd have to kill a lot of people, and maybe a lot of innocents in 
their presence.  The best targets are at the top of the heap, and when the top rat is executed, there would be little, if any 
delay by their replacement to make the changes necessary to keep their own equally worthless ass alive!
1193      And that is exactly what happened!
1194      It was Thursday, the 31st of October, the weekend of Halloween, Satan's Sabbath.  Bobby went to bed early, 
seething with anger towards police forces, courts and the entire corrupt law enforcement and judicial departments, and 
all government in general (which isn't any improvement!).  One supported the other in a grand conspiracy to turn a 
hefty profit from the multi-billion-dollar graft machine they palmed off as 'justice' and/or 'corrections'.  Every penny 
squeezed out of the blood of their millions of victims went to the politicians and occult practitioners of the Masonic 
and Knights of Columbus Lodges and Temple Israel, and/or their relative organizations.
1195      Where do you think the money comes from for those grand palaces they own, and all the provisions for their 
intercontinental 'tours' and 'excursions'?
1196      If you are a 'working' person, and you can't afford such, how in the hell can they?  Unless there is a 'pleasure 
fund' for their cooperation!
1197      The problem was boiling in Bobby's mind as he walked into the darkness of the sleeping quarters.  He was 
determined that there wasn't going to be anybody left to kill in the Holocaust if something wasn't done about this 
damnable, vile and corrupt situation of his!  He didn't care how many, or who, had to die to get things put back in 
order, either!
1198      Bobby's bunk was an 'upper', which was warmer in winter and cooler in the summer.  One of his friends from 
Richmond, Wayne Collins, had the upper bunk opposite.  Wayne had been imprisoned for stealing food to keep from 
starving to death, while his partner, a relative of the Wayne County Sheriff Edward 'Corky' Cordell, had been set free 
for the same incident.  Then to add salt to the injury, Wayne was denied parole, just for the hell of it, even though he 
had not one mark against him and had never even been 'stood on the line' (a punishment that could be inflicted by any 
officer or official immediately and without recourse to the inmate).  Government spares no effort to belittle those they 
damned well intend to control.
1199      Often inmates would come in the void between the bunks and question Bobby on virtually every subject under 
the sun.  Tonight there were no inquisitors!  Wayne and Bobby talked for a while, mostly about the absence of 
questioners and music.  Wayne wanted to be a musician, and with some instruction and practice he should make a 
good one.  They decided to call it a night.
1200      Conversation pushes hatred into the background for the time being, but silence brings it forward again in all its 
fury.  The only things a person really gets to be expert on in prison are:  total contempt for this corrupt system, those 
that support it in their gutless ignorance, and how to hate.  The hypocrisy and corruption of governments and their 
overpriced paper shufflers is justifiable cause for all the hatred one can muster.  Tonight Bobby's fury was overflowing.
1201      It was Halloween, once the Holiest Day of the Year (All Hollows Evening, as days began at sundown) and 
now polluted by supremacists, socialists, communists, fascists, marxists, liberals, false prophets, phony psychics, 
preachers and other liars into a full-blown Satan's Sabbath.  The time was come for the first of his revenge to be 
accomplished.  He knew there would be many 'supposed innocents' in the vicinity of those he was destined to educate 
in violence, but that was the price of their tolerating and supporting the corrupt and merciless bastards who ran 
government, especially the police, courts and prison system.
1202      He went to sleep with enough anger to destroy even the very essence of the whole of creation, directed toward 
the Masonic Red Lodge and Knights of Columbus within a billion light years of this moral cesspool called Indiana.
1203      Some few hours after sundown, about 11:30 PM local mean time, Bobby awoke.  He felt a great sense of 
relief, a calmness and peace he was unable to account for, yet he knew it was the sweetness of a great victory!
1204      He had pulled down hell itself on somebody.  Actually it was a lot of somebodys!  He didn't yet know where, 
or how many, but at that very moment there were limp and broken bodies lying and dying in agony!
1205      He began to project, but reaching down with his left hand and touching the hilt of his sword, determined, 'to 
hell with it', and stopped the projection.
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1206      He lay in the darkness reveling in the sweetness of his victory, the terms he set forth coming back through his 
mind as a passing in review.
1207      "Total exoneration:  justice or death!
1208      "Immediate exoneration of all railroaded victims:  justice or death!
1209      "All perpetrators including the Judges in prison:  justice or death!
1210      "To all the leadership of the Grand Masonic Lodge:  justice or death!
1211      "To all the leadership of the Grand Council Catholic Masonic Knights of Mesopotamia:  justice or death!
1212      "Full public exposure of all the perpetrators (including Temple Israel):  justice or death!
1213      "Full public exposure of the entire corrupt system:  justice or death!
1214      "No more cover-ups:  justice or death!
1215      "No more delays:  justice or death!
1216      "No more pussywashing:  justice or death!
1217      "Immediate action:  justice or death!
1218      "No mercy whatsoever:  justice or death!
1219      "Total and immediate reimbursement for this atrocity:  justice or death!"
1220      Some of those he had just slaughtered, their death escorts (who take them to First Judgment!) and the death 
escort entities of those who were dying, came before him.  Among them the long-dead son of the owners of the bar 
who would not testify for him when they had the chance.  He had died in an automobile accident sometime before, and 
was remained to attempt to secure reduction of his own punishment.  The son bowing in a solemn sadness; for he had 
tried to be a friend but would not take the full and honorable stand required of him.  He had warned Bobby, and 
because of that warning Bobby had struck down guards and officials with equal abandon.
1221      Their plot had failed.  He would not be murdered in prison.  The inmates were too afraid of him to approach, 
fearing greater powers than he actually had at his personal disposal at the time!  The prisoners just could not be bought 
or intimidated to such a degree by prison officials, who did their best!
1222      Bobby had slaughtered and afflicted many guards and officials, their wives, whores and children with 
impunity during his incarceration; but now the ultimate had poured out in all its fury!  The top brass, their wives, 
whores, children, and uncounted public in their company were now among the dead and the dying!  The soon to be 
eternally condemned passed by in humble salute to the victor, most not understanding their plight or the reason for 
their agonizing and horrendous death.  The high brass and their close ones would be taken to the Inescapable Judgment 
to be tried before the Four Great Horsemen:  to be burned until That Great Final Judgment after which they will burn 
forever!  Now, that is true justice!
1223      As for the innocents:  he found no pleasure in their deaths or the horror of their dying.  For the most part, 
many were but pawns in a much bigger game.  This night Bobby knew he had struck down some of those who sat with 
Kings of Power in their disreputable and corrupt conspiracies.
1224      Their punishment was just beginning.  They had proven themselves unworthy of mercy, for they had shown 
no mercy.  They had offended The Anointed Witness of The Most High Lord of Spirits, the Second of The Great 
Horsemen of The Most High Lord God of All Creation.  They had permitted their past success at playing god to get the 
better of their judgment.  They had always won, and now in their act of supreme, self-righteous superiority they had 
offended the Mighty Avenger of The First I Am:  He That is Called by The Name of God, El Aku ALIHA ASUR 
HIGH!
1225      At a distance Bobby could hear the scene of the carnage.  There was a great deal of jabbering, which proved 
to be Masonic and Catholic ritual for the slain and dying.  Some of the noise was that of those who had been hurt, but 
most was from those with smashed and missing limbs, ruptured intestines causing the pain and agony of peritonitis, 
and those who were trapped under tons of debris and would die before they could be rescued.
1226      Their rituals were useless.  So were the 'christian' prayers of the injured and the bystanders.
1227      Nothing can remove a soul from the punishment invoked by an Anointed of The Most High Lord God of All 
Creation. It is one power they have had from the Very Beginning, and it is irrevocable on Direct Orders of The Most 
High, Himself!  Had the citizens of Indiana (and all the rest of these United States) not permitted the atrocities of 
government for years on end (they continue to this day) there would not have been this, the subsequent and future 
disasters!
1228      About one o'clock in the morning, following the parade in review of the damned, Bobby went back to sleep.

1229      [INSERT:  The Anointeds are ordained with Divine Power and Divine Authority to slay both the body and the 
soul!  Or if they choose, to sentence the soul to as much punishment and severity of torture as they deem justified. 
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 Noah's Curse on Accursed Canaan not only tore down Ham's 'big-deal' playhouse, both he and Accursed Canaan, and 
now Accursed Cush, must suffer each and every penalty, in full, for all the errors, sins, crimes and damages 
perpetrated by each and every one of their descendants as a result of that Curse.  Each person, except the soulless 
mixed-breeds, must also pay the penalty for their deeds:  having the instant effect of doubling the suffering of Ham, 
Accursed Canaan and Accursed Cush!
1230      Did you get that?  Ham, Accursed Canaan and Accursed Cush each must pay the full penalty of both the 
victim and the perpetrator!  That's twice!  They can't share the suffering; they each must suffer the whole penalty. 
 Make sure you understand:  a Curse of an Anointed can kill the physical body, then that Anointed can burn that body 
and that soul in hell for as much suffering as he damned well wants!  And then, after all that suffering The Anointed 
can have that soul put to a permanent death of burning!
1231      Get that!  After a sentence of suffering has been fulfilled, The Anointed can sentence that soul to a permanent 
death:  a never-ending burning!  And that's just as an Anointed!  Bobby being the Second of the Four Horsemen and 
thus also one of the Four First Judgment Judges, can pile uncountable hot coals of hell itself on top of that!  He can 
and he does!  Some of the more notable criminals being:  all the United States Presidents in his Reign, each and every 
United States Vice President, each and every United States Senator and House Representative, each and every 
Catholic Priest and Sister (Nun), each and every Court Judge, each and every socialist, 'christian' preacher and other 
liars who have appealed the sentence of Righteous Abel and came before The Great Four!
1232      Immanuel gave two references to such powers of office, Matthew 10:28 and Luke 12:4-5.
1233      Reading the entire section from the first (and original!) Paragraph Marker (¶) previous will set the proper 
context.  However, this awesome power is not restricted to The Anointeds alone:  The Most High always had and still 
retains these powers too!  The admonition not to fear those who can only kill the body and then have no more power to 
inflict the soul is accurate.  But the admonition to fear those who can kill the body and then burn or kill (or both!) the 
soul afterward is damned good advice that Masons, Knights of Columbus and Temple Israel refuse to heed!  After The 
175th (and last) Anointed has passed the Mantle, all TRUE Proven Knowers will have the Knowledge, the Power, and 
the Authority to kill both the body and soul of any offender!  That will not set well with the socialist bastards, 
preachers and other liars who need killing, but that will not diminish the abilities of the Proven Knowers one iota!
1234      The problem, which all Masons, Knights and One World Government Temple Israel Jews refuse to 
acknowledge in public is:  their abilities of controlled reincarnation – returning time and time again within the same 
families or power structures – has been ended at Bobby's order and direction!  They can't start a war, lend the money 
that will take generations to pay back, and then reincarnate to enjoy it!  The fact of controlled reincarnation – and thus 
ensured reincarnation – was and still is the 'big' secret of the Druids.  At least those Druids who aren't followers, but 
are the Gnostics of their so-called 'religion'.
1235      In addition:  Bobby's sentence upon the perpetrators of the atrocity against him and all those who tolerate such 
situations regardless, grows with every passing second.  No computer, even the combined global communications units 
that will eventually account the enslavement of mankind, can keep up with the interest!
1236      Just the monetary portion was, and still is $300,000,000.00 dollars each:  from the Masonic Lodge, the 
Knights of Columbus, Temple Israel, the State of Indiana, the County of Wayne, the City of Richmond, the Federal 
Government of the United States, each and every Bar Association, the Bureau of Prisons, each and every level of the 
many Departments of Justice including the Supreme Court, each and every federal law enforcement agency beginning 
with the Secret Service and Federal Bureau of Investigation and including the Internal Revenue Service, who commits 
as many legal atrocities as all the others combined – and all of it tax free – compounded at 500 percent interest per 
second until total and complete exoneration, multiplied by each and every second until all the perpetrators are 
imprisoned in solitary confinement and Bobby is paid in full!  Then he'll refuse to accept until all the other victims 
have been exonerated and reimbursed.
1237      However, that's just the beginning!
1238      It also applies to each and every citizen that refuses to make these damnable bureaucrats come forth and pay it 
out of their own pockets!
1239      The alternative is that each and every soul will spend a total of 300,000,000 eons in punishment for each and 
every penny that remains unpaid times each and every second it remains unpaid!  In this instance, one eon is the time 
it takes for Clarion (KLA-RI-ON in Angelic) to revolve around Klakchloas, (pronounced CLACK-CLOS, Center of 
the Great Unending Circle in Angelic)!  It takes one year for Earth to revolve around the sun, between 2,148 to 2,156.6 
years for the Solar System to move through each Zodiac Sign – depending on the precession in effect at the time – 
totaling 25,776 to 25,868 earth years for our Solar System to revolve around its center star Clarion moving backwards 
through the Zodiac, and 11,627,906 years for Clarion to revolve around Klakchloas.  Try that on for 300,000,000 times! 
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 The fact it takes about 200,000,000 earth years for the sun to circumnavigate our galaxy (galactic year) has nothing to 
do with it.
1240      Just trying to catch up with the interest would cause a computer to blow fuses halfway across the hemisphere!
1241      Can he actually punish souls for this long, and with an equal multiplication in severity?
1242      You're damned right he can!
1243      And afterwards, when they have suffered the agonies, to the very last penny and second, all of them will be 
executed immediately!  They are totally unfit for continued existence under any conditions!
1244      How's that for justice?
1245      You might consider it extreme, but The Most High thought it an act of mercy compared to what these bastards 
really deserve!  As for the citizens, The Most High has resigned himself to the fact the vast majority will destroy 
themselves, and therefore the great penalty of Lord El Aku is but deserving icing on the cake!
1246      Whether you agree, or are appalled, or not, is of no consequence!  The Most High, Himself, ordained it, and 
saw fit to deliver it into the hand of this Holy Man.]
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